PHRF Committee of YEA of LIS Minutes of Meeting June 13, 2013

In attendance: Chairman George Samalot, handicappers Rick Royce, Andrew Weiss, Matt Berger, Rich Coar, Jeff Ohstrom, Bob & June Kendrick, Bill Baxter


Morris 36 DS – std w/ carbon mast & aluminum boom. 117/111/117/117 -> 117 all.


Beneteau First 35 Deep Keel - 13.10, I 47.20, ISP 50.90, P 45.9, E 15.8, LOA 35.0, LWL 30.58, BM 11.94, DR 7.3, DS 12125, BL 3682, SPL 14.68, sail drive, fractional, by Bruce Farr, meets YRA Cat C. Base 72.


Beneteau Oceanis 41 – by Finot-Cong, fractional, sail drive, iron keel, 2013, meets Cat. C. J 17.0, I 52.5, P 49.25, E 15.5, LOA 39.25, LWL 37.33, BM 13.75, DR 6.75, DS 19345, BL 5069. Base 120

Bristol 47.7 – by Ted Hood, centerboard, exposed shaft, masthead, 1995, meets Cat. C. J 18.5, I 56.0, P 50.0, E 18.0, LOA 47.60, LWL 37.25, BM 13.20, DT 5.5/11.0, DR 34660, BL 15000. Base 111.
Bluto – custom 32 by Bob Evelyn. Highly modified Evelyn 32. 1983, outboard, fractional, std. w/carbon mast & rudder. Sportboat, meets Cat. C. E increased 1.8’, P increased 3’. ISP increased 3’, mast changed to carbon fiber, keel changed to lifting bulb, cockpit changed to open transom, rudder changed to transom hung & lifting. J 12.70, l 38.00, ISP 41.0, P 36.25, E 13.80, LOA 32.00, LWL 28.21, BM 9.75, DR 7.33, DS 4,776, BL 1,713. Net 75.

Breakaway custom Tripp 37 hull #1. NC @ 84.

Tripp 37 – now 84 -> 87

Hunter 28S SD –DR 4.0, DS 7,000, BL 3,100. Base  189.

Blue’s Brothers Custom 22 – Sharpie now 234 -> 255.

Ericson 39 – letter from Rascal owner Chris Schneider. No Change.

The meeting was adjourned at 10:24. The next meeting will be on July 11, 2013 at the Larchmont Yacht Club at 8 PM.

Respectfully submitted,

June Kendrick